Safe Patient Handling Solutions
McAuley Medical, Inc.

The next generation
of powered lift and
transport has arrived.
Introducing...
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We’ve taken the pain out
of Patient Transport
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he new McAuley Medical SuperLIFT
Patient Lift and Transport System
requires little or no patient handling,
resulting in both improved patient comfort
and enhanced infection control. The pushbutton powered SuperLIFT can easily handle
500 lbs., and its powered variable footprint
provides exceptional versatility.
Since a hospital patient is in a supine position
the majority of the time, we’ve designed the
SuperLIFT to comfortably move and transport
your patient in that position.
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See short in-service videos
on our website.
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Patent Pending, UL 60601-1, FDA, CSA, CE
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888.399.7287 • 603.227.7287 • Fax: 603.227.7286 • www.mcauleymedical.com

Ideal for Cath Lab, IR, OR, Labor &
Delivery and Transport Departments
The SuperLIFT uses custom disposable or
reusable high-strength sheets that easily and
quickly attach to the SuperLIFT frame. These sheets
conform to the patient’s body, unlike lift slings that
force the body to bend and conform to their shape.

SPL 500-30: 30" inner dimension of patient hoop/frame
SPL 500-33: 33" inner dimension of patient hoop/frame
SPL 400-27: 27" inner dimension of patient hoop/frame shower system

Elegant, versatile, powerful –
and totally unique

T

he
versatility
and
finger-tip
power
control of the SuperLIFT will make your job a
whole lot easier; when you add the transport
capabilities, you have a product unlike anything else
available, anywhere. With the push of a button you can
easily lift 500 pounds. And with the push of another
button you can spread one or both sets of wheels to
maneuver in surprisingly tight spaces.
Storage Options:

• Stores over stretcher or bed
• Can stack three in the same space as one hospital bed
• Can maneuver in tight spaces where typical stretcher will not fit

The SuperLIFT raises and lowers from 31" to
43", and the wheelbase expands and contracts
from 74" to 98", at the press of a button!
Made with pride
in the USA

Features:
• 500 lb. lift capacity
• Reduces caregiver injury
• Four-button hand control
• For use throughout your
facility
• Infection control

Ask about the complete line of McAuley Medical
Safe Patient Handling Solutions

• Patient comfort
• An important part of any
Safe Patient Handling program
• The ultimate transport device
• Sheets are Radiolucent
• Several sizes available

• AirSlide, Rollbord, and Transglide lateral transfer systems
• Slide Sheets • Glide Boards • Turn Plates for repositioning
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